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OpenMC is a new Monte Carlo transport particle simulation code focused on solving two
types of neutronic problems mainly the k-eigenvalue criticality fission source problems
and external fixed fission source problems. OpenMC does not have any Graphical User
Interface and the creation of one is provided by our java-based application named ERSN-
OpenMC. The main feature of this application is to provide to the users an easy-to-use
and flexible graphical interface to build better and faster simulations, with less effort
and great reliability. Additionally, this graphical tool was developed with several features,
as the ability to automate the building process of OpenMC code and related libraries as well
as the users are given the freedom to customize their installation of this Monte Carlo code.
A full description of the ERSN-OpenMC application is presented in this paper.
Copyright © 2015, The Egyptian Society of Radiation Sciences and Applications. Production
and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
Monte Carlomethods have beenwidely used in different areas
of physics particularly in nuclear physics applications. Some
of its applications are as follows: energy sources, nuclear fo-
rensics, imaging and diagnostics, radiation treatment and
material science. Nowadays, there are several Monte Carlo
codes: Geant4 (Agostinelli et al., 2003), MARS (Mokhov, 1995)
and FLUKA (Ferrari, Sala, Fassoand,& Ranft, 2005), which have
been developed to simulate a wide range of nuclear physics.
On the other hand, there are other ones, which are currentlyL Bakkali).
gyptian Society of Radiat
iety of Radiation Sciences
cense (http://creativecomin development and are relatively nascent such as OpenMC
Monte Carlo simulation code (Romano & Forget, 2013).
Starting in 2011, this new Monte Carlo code was created
and spearheaded by the members of the Computational
Reactor Physics Group (CRPG), at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. Although it has high-reliability factor enabling
the modeling of nuclear reactors and others fissile nuclear
systems. A major drawback of this code is that it isn't a user-
friendly application (as it's only a shell program and it lacks a
graphical user interface).
The OpenMC code uses a solid modeling technique known
as constructive solid geometry (CSG) to build complex three-ion Sciences and Applications.
and Applications. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an
mons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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using Boolean operators. It uses the concept of lattice and
universes that are implemented in MCNP and SERPENT to
model repetitive geometry, making the code more structured
and thereby simplifying user's work. The OpenMC code does
not have its own standalone visualization system. Hence it
uses external packages to visualize the overall geometry as
well as the output data of a given simulation. Currently there
are two different plotting capabilities implemented in
OpenMC. The first one is a 2D slice plotting system, which
allows users to create geometry along plan cut, and it can be
visualized using a PPM viewer. The second one is a 3D voxel
plotting system, allowing user to create a 3D plotting file of
their geometry. The generated file is an arbitrary binary voxel
format which can be converted to VTK format in order to be
visualized by one of powerful viewers (as ParaView or VisIt).
The plotting of geometry is carried out by creating a plot.xml
optional input file and running OpenMC executable in plotting
mode with –plot or -p command-line flag.
Similar to other Monte Carlo codes, OpenMC reads
continuous-energy cross sections from Compact ENDF (ACE)
data libraries, which can be generated with the NJOY nuclear
data processing code. Since this data format is shared with
other Monte Carlo codes (such as MCNP and SERPENT), any
ACE format data library generated for these codes can be used
with OpenMC.
Unlike other Monte Carlo codes, which use an arbitrary-
format ASCII file to specify the input files, in OpenMC each
input file has a modern and portable input format with
structured content in a set of XML data. The structure of each
file is defined by the corresponding OpenMCXML schema. The
syntax of OpenMC xml language can be easily understood
with basic knowledge of XML and regular expressions. The
main advantage of using OpenMC is reduced time when
writing the components of simulation. Thus, the users do not
need to re-compile and re-link any of their applications if they
made any amount of changes. The OpenMC code can produce
a modern and portable binary output format, by using the
HDF5 library, which allows this code to faster write the output
data.
The OpenMC code can resolve two types of neutronic
problems the k-eigenvalue criticality fission source and the
external fixed fission source problems during Monte Carlo
calculations. The major problem encountered in the k-eigen-
value neutronic problem is the criticality calculation of the
convergence of the fission source. To solve this problem,
several methods have been implemented in various Monte
Carlo codes e like extrapolation method (Toth & Griesheimer,
2007), matrix method (Carney, Brown, Iciedrowski, & Martin,
2012), Weilan method (Yamamoto & Miyoshi, 2004) and the
CroashMesh Finite Difference (CMFD)method (Lee, Joo, Lee,&
Smith, 2010). The last one is used by OpenMC code as themain
factor to determine the source convergence acceleration. To
enable CMFD acceleration, the OpenMC uses an external
package called PETSc (Portable, Extensible Toolkit for Scien-
tific Computation).
The present paper details the development of a simple and
highly flexible java-based GUI Front-End application, which is
programmatically wrapped around OpenMC. It is only avail-
able as shell program which can be accessible throughcommand line interface (CLI). This java-based application has
been designed and implemented to automate efforts needed
for compiling and installing OpenMC code and its pre-
requisites packages along with creating, modifying and vali-
dating a Monte Carlo simulation with this code.2. Software architecture
The source of ERSN-OpenMC software was written using Java
object-oriented language. Moreover, a few Linux bash scripts
are also developed and are invoked directly by the ERSN-
OpenMC application, to make particular tasks. The reason
we have chosen to create a java-based application is because
it can be run on various platforms such as Linux, MS-Window
and Mac OS X, and there is a Java virtual machine for almost
every platform. In addition, Java provides a very rich and
powerful API producing the most portable and flexible appli-
cations. The GUI application described in this paper was
developed under NetBeans IDE. This GUI application calls
directly a number of external programs. Some of these pro-
grams are as follows: openMC which will be used for neutron
calculations engine, xterm for application console, eog (Eyes
of GENOME) for viewing PPM image and Paraview for viewing
3D model and plotted data.
The GUI source is divided into four major parts as follows:
2.1. Java sources
main.java: the main window of ERSN-OpenMC java-based
GUI application.
new_project.java: a dialog box to create a new OpenMC
project.
project_three.java: an OpenMC project explorer view.
isotopes_tables.java: a dialog window showing a periodic
table and lets users generate XML code for multiple iso-
topes or natural elements selected by them.
scorers.java: a dialogwindow for generating XML code of list
of desired physical quantities to be scored, such as total
flux, total reaction rate, etc.
output.java: a dialog window contains tab based pane dis-
playing three kinds of output data: tallies, summary and
cross sections. The user can choose which one to be
viewed, by selecting the tab which corresponds to partic-
ular involved output data.
rbg_color.java: a dialog window used for generating XML
code of a custom RBG color for a given cell or a given
material.
run_openmc.java: a dialog box which lets users to select the
run options they wish to use and run the OpenMC
executable.
get_openmc.java: a dialog window for getting OpenMC code
and it prerequisites libraries.2.2. Linux bash scripts
get_openmc.sh: gets the last version of OpenMC from
OpenMC official website, compiles its source in sequential
mode.
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from OpenMC official website, compile its source in par-
allel mode with the aid of mpich2 library.
get_openmc-with-openmp.sh: gets last version of OpenMC
from OpenMC official website, compile its source in par-
allel mode with the aid of openmp library.
start_openmc.sh: a Linux bash script for starting OpenMC
executable.
get_hdf5.sh: a script was developed for automating down-
load, compilation and installation of HDF5 package.
get_petsc.sh: auto-instructions for downloading, compiling
and installation of PETSc package.2.3. Configuration files
ERSN-OpenMC contains a sub-directory called config which
lets users to link their own installation of OpenMC code, by
setting up the following files:
openmc.dir: this file will contain the absolute path of
OpenMC installation directory. Thus, users can skip all
steps needed for OpenMC installation and they can use an
existing installation of OpenMC. This can be done by sim-
ply opening this file and changing the absolute path to one
of their installation. Then installation of OpenMC is
coupled with ERSN-OpenMC GUI application which users
can run their simulation on.
cross_sections.dir: the users must add a single line that
contains the full path of cross section file called
cross_sections.xml.
utils.dir: the user must indicate the full path to the sub-
directory utils which is placed into the source directory of
an OpenMC code.2.4. External jar libraries
jsyntaxpane-0.9.5-b29.jar: JSyntaxPane (Shing, 2012) is a syntax
highlighter tool that used to do syntax color coding on
OpenMC input files example: materials.xml, geometry.xml,
setting.xml, tallies.xml, plot.xml and cmfd.xml.3. Main capabilities and features
Following paragraphs lists some of the features of ERN-
OpenMC:
3.1. A powerful and lightweight open source GUI with
highlighting support for OpenMC code
ERSN-OpenMC is small (about 1 MB) open source application
which offers a GUI user-friendly application for OpenMC
Monte Carlo particle transport simulation code, allowing
creation/edition of mandatory XML files (such as those
describing the geometry, the materials involved and the set-
tings of a given OpenMC simulation.) The creation/edition
feature is also allowed for optional XML files such as tallies,
geometry plotting and CMFD acceleration. The ERSN-OpenMChelps users to avoid hard coding full content of XML fileswhen
creating/editing these files, as it provides a user-friendly
syntax highlighting feature for XML contents. This feature
consists of an open source java library called JSyntaxPane as a
syntax highlighter for all OpenMC XML input files. The Fig. 1
shows the main window of ERSN-OpenMC application. The
overall view of this window is supported by a tab based
component that contains in total six tabs with following
captions: Geometry, Materials, Settings, Tallies, CMFD and
Geometry Plotting. Each tab can be subdivided into threemain
regions as follows:
a) A text editor with syntax highlighting support.
b) A number of buttons placed to the right of text editor, each
button lets the users to insert a specific XML element into
the text editor. These buttons are displayed alphabetically
to support ease of use. When users clicks a particular
button, an XML code is generated and placed into the text
editor, at the line where the cursor is positioned by the
users. The XML code contains sub-elements, text, attri-
butes, as well as a combination of all of these. User's don't
need to worry about writting full XML code, since this
application generates it automatically. The user only needs
to set manually the values of attributes of this XML code.
c) A text box displaying guidance and tips helping the users to
use a specificXMLelement.Whenusers position themouse
cursor over the corresponding button, tips are displayed.
We all know that the main advantage of a graphical XML
editors is that they hide the code in the background and pre-
sent the content to the user in a more user-friendly format.
For this purpose, the OpenMC application has been designed
in such way that it lets users viewing or editing capabilities
simultaneously for multiple XML files. Practically, this feature
will help users to speed up development of their OpenMC
projects.
3.2. Automation process for all tasks needed to build an
OpenMC code and related libraries as well as setting up the
cross section environment variable
The ERSN-OpenMC program has been designed in such a
manner that the OpenMC code and related libraries are built
from its sources without user intervention, except that the
program asking for a root password to be entered by the user
to get required software packages. This application enables
users to generate the code smoothly using OpenMC Monte
Carlo code without worrying about other required building
steps, including downloading, compiling and installing of
OpenMC code and related libraries. Moreover, the ERSN-
OpenMC can also automatically set up the cross section
environmental variable. Customize the installation of
OpenMCMonte Carlo code and related libraries can be carried
out by a built-in dialog box illustrated in the Fig. 2.
This dialog box allows users to install more than ten
packages simultaneously. Some of these packages are essen-
tials and required for building of OpenMC code, such as gfor-
tan, git and cmake. Other packages are needed to extract tally
data from state point files (with aid of statepoint.py python
script, namely Numpy and Scipy python packages.) For
Fig. 1 e Main window of ERSN-OpenMC java-based application.
Fig. 2 e A dialog box which lets users choose a number of prerequisite packages to be used with OpenMC code.
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plotlib, VTK and Paraview.
3.3. Facilitate faster creation and edition of an OpenMC
project
To facilitate the creation of a new OpenMC project, a dialog
box has been developed (Fig. 3) which lets users create their
OpenMC simulations in a simpler, quicker, and interactivemanner. Users can fill up all information about their OpenMC
project(including: name, directory, description, case of use
and authors) and once they specifywhich XML input files to be
used in their OpenMC project, it will be automatically created
when they click on “create new project” button, and all of the
above information will be placed at the start of each XML
input file as the file header comment.
As we can see in the above figure, how the creation of new
OpenMC project becomes easy thanks to this user-friendly
Fig. 3 e Create a new OpenMC project dialog box.
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users, they can open an existing project and edit the project as
need be. This can be done by clicking on “file->OpenMC
existing project” menu item.3.4. Accelerate the materials specification with the aid of
a GUI nuclides table
ERSN-OpenMCoffers a nuclides table (elements 1 through 119)
and buttons that can be used to select either chemical ele-
ments or isotopes. Each element symbol in the periodic table
is a button. Clicking on an element symbol will display a text
label with the name of that element in the right button of the
dialog box. User can choose either element or isotope button.
If an isotope is selected, then the user must determine the
number of nuclides (N) defined by this isotope e this can be
done by simply clicking in one of available values in the list,
which is placed behind isotope label. After that, the user must
select either weight or atom fraction, the OpenMC code
automatically renormalizes to sum of one. The user must also
indicate the identifier of cross section to be used, via the xs
parameter. When the user clicks on the insert button, a XML
code for a given element or isotope is generated and can be
pasted inside materials.xml input file. The dialog box shown
in Fig. 4 can generate XML code for over 450 different isotopes.3.5. Generation XML codes automatically for tallying
physical quantities
In OpenMC, the tallying physical quantities such as flux, re-
action rate and current, are made using different estimators
(analog, collision, track length) and it can be specified on tal-
lies.xml input file. It is to be noted that each tally has twomain
things: a scorer element which specifies what physical
quantity to be accumulated at the end of each simulation, and
a filter element which indicates where to tally this physical
quantity to (that can be material, cell or universe). The phys-
ical quantities that the OpenMC code should return at the endof the simulation can be seen by the user in a user-friendly
dialog box as shown in Fig. 5. Then the corresponding XML
code can be generated automatically, and it can be easy im-
ported into tallies.xml input file.3.6. Interactive execution of OpenMC with its arguments
The application launches the executable of OpenMC automati-
callywithout any user intervention and it also lets themchoose
a set ofOpenMCexecutionarguments.The toolsmenucontains
an item called “OpenMC options”, when the user clicks on it, a
dialog box will appear as shown in Fig. 6. With the aid of ERSN-
OpenMC dialog box, running OpenMC is quite easy to execute.
This dialog window wraps all known OpenMC running
options, theses options are as follow:
 geometry debugging mode: if checked, all overlapping regions
after scaling, translation or rotation can be detected and
corrected before running OpenMC simulation.
 number of particles per generation: if checked, the user can
indicate the number of neutrons per generation in source
fission.
 plotting mode: if checked, the user can view the geometries
as PPM image files even if the plot XML element is set to
slice in plots.xml. If this XML element is set to voxel, a huge
file size with an extension of “.voxel” can be converted to a
small size file that has “.vtk” extension (which can be read
by most powerful systems such as Paraview or VisIt).
 restart a previous run: if this option is selected by users, they
can restart their previous simulations from state point files
or from particular restart files. The state point file will keep
all information about simulated particles, including initial
attributes and randomnumber seed. This option can also be
useful when OpenMC hits a fatal error causing it to abort.
 number of OpenMC threads: The users can indicate the
number of threads even when they are compiling their
OpenMC code with support for parallel runs on a shared-
memory architecture.
Fig. 4 e A nuclides table window.
Fig. 5 e Physical scorers dialog box.
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openMCcodewill outputbinaryfiles forallparticles.Eachfile
contains particle position at every step of its transport. This
option is not recommended except for a smaller number of
particles, because it can produces a huge size binary files.3.7. Enable visualizing geometry and output data with
less effort
In order to automate different processes needed for visual-
izing geometry as well as output data in a more interactive
way, a set of tools are developed and can be described as three
parts follows:a) File conversion tools:
- binary voxel to vtk: if selected, a dialog boxwill appear that
lets user to choosewhich voxel binary file to be converted
into VTK file with aid of python utility named voxel.py.
- binary track to pvtk: if selected, a dialog box will appear
that lets user to track binary file to be processed into VTK
file with help of python script named track.py.
b) Geometry vizualisation tools:
- PPMfile: a dialog boxwill be displayed, permitting users to
select the PPM file to be visualized by eog (Eyes of
GENOME) program.
- VTI file: a dialog box will appear that lets user to select a
VTK file to be visualized with ParaView program. Then
this program will be started automatically and conse-
quently user can view their 3D models.
Fig. 6 e Dialog box of OpenMC execution parameters.
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- Track vizualisation: if selected, the application will open
automatically a selected particle track file (with pvtk
format) in the ParaViewer software.
- 2D mesh plot: a python utility named plot_mesh_tally.py
and provided by OpenMC will be started once the user
clicks on this submenu item. This python utility provides
an interactive GUI to plot 2D mesh tallies.4. Software installation and limitation
The open-source project ERSN-OpenMC is hosted at GitHub
website and it can be downloaded for free (EL Bakkali & EL
Bardouni, 2014). This GUI has been released under the MIT
GPL license. Since, the software is a java-based application; it
requires a Java Runtime Environment to work correctly. It can
be started by typing the following command-line argument in
a Linux terminal:
java -jar ERSN-OpenMC.jar
The ERSN-OpenMC application has several limitations,
which are considered as subject of our ongoing work. This
java-based application is only available for Ubuntu distribu-
tions. Since we use a number of “apt-get install” Ubuntu
commands inside bash scripts for the purpose of obtaining
packages automatically. For instance, the program can only
automate the download and setting up of the nuclear library
named ENDF/B-VII.1, the others libraries are not supported at
this moment, but the users can manually link one of these
nuclear libraries with ERSN-OpenMC program by updating the
cross section path parameter in the bash script named “star-
t_openmc.sh” to their one.5. Conclusion and future development
In this paper, a reliable user-friendly GUI application has been
developed that can be used effectively to simulate nuclear
problemswith OpenMC code. Its usage covers widely creating;updating and validating an OpenMC simulation without
requiring an in-depth knowledge of OpenMC XML file syntax.
This GUI has been successfully used in producing various
OpenMC projects for some of nuclear researches in several
Moroccan and international universities. As future develop-
ment we intend to:
 Support others Linux distributions and computer operating
systems.
 Adding new functionalities such as automation of data
extraction from state point binary file.
 Importing MCNP geometry.r e f e r e n c e s
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